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Abstract: A promising approach to obtaining multi-functional materials with tunable properties is the incorporation of second phase constituents (e.g., particles, fibers) within inorganic crystals. To date, however, the specific chemical and physical controls over incorporation are only known for a few select systems. In this study, a simple wedge is used as a confining structure to systematically control the chemical and physical aspects of the crystallization microenvironment to promote the interaction between copper (I) oxide (Cu$_2$O) crystals and alkanethiol-functionalized gold nanoparticles (Au np), producing a metal-semiconductor composite. Physically, the confining wedge geometry provides (vapor) diffusion-limited growth conditions. Chemically functionalizing both the Au np surfaces and the glass slides that form the wedge promotes the interaction of Au np with the growing Cu$_2$O crystals. The physical confinement of the wedge structure, as well as optimization of its surface chemistry are required to achieve this interaction. These findings demonstrate that Au/Cu$_2$O can be used as a model system to inform the synthesis of other metal-semiconductor heterostructures.
Introduction

Combining metallic and semiconductor nanomaterials into heterostructures has recently gained attention as a route to functional materials for many optoelectronic applications.\textsuperscript{1-4} Nanoscale constituents such as gold nanoparticles (Au nps) have been paired with transition metal oxides to extend the wavelengths of absorption in photovoltaic materials,\textsuperscript{5,6} to tune photocatalytic properties,\textsuperscript{7} and to improve sensor response.\textsuperscript{8-10} The synthetic approaches used to facilitate the metal-semiconductor interaction have varied widely from chemical functionalization of substrates\textsuperscript{11} to post-synthesis decoration on the surface of crystals.\textsuperscript{7} In related work, advances have been made in synthetic methods to entrap polymeric particles and fibers within ionic single crystals.\textsuperscript{12-15} In the current work, we combine physical and chemical strategies to promote the interaction of Au nps with Cu$_2$O crystals during growth, and in this manner achieve surface decoration of single crystals with well-defined morphologies.

Chemical functionality and physical confinement have both been used as strategies for promoting the incorporation of second phase particles within crystals. In bulk solutions, chemical approaches to promote the incorporation of particles within inorganic crystals largely involve carefully tuned surface chemistry of second phase particles.\textsuperscript{16-18} For example, carboxylic acid surface functionality has been key to the incorporation of polystyrene colloids into numerous inorganic crystals, including calcite,\textsuperscript{19} zincite,\textsuperscript{20} and cuprite.\textsuperscript{19} In these examples, the crystals were on the order of 10 micrometers, while the colloids were hundreds of nanometers in diameter. More sophisticated surface chemistries have been needed to apply these strategies to the incorporation of nanoscale (1-10 nm) constituents. Diblock copolymers with dual functionality and spatially separated charges have been used to regulate the nanoparticle/crystal interaction, and gold\textsuperscript{17} and magnetite\textsuperscript{16} nanoparticles have been occluded within calcite crystals using this strategy. One important aspect of these successes was the large relative fraction of the polymeric constituents encompassing the particles; the diameter of the polymer coating was on the order of the particle diameter.\textsuperscript{16} From studies with diblock
copolymers it is clear that the compliance of the nanoscale constituent also plays a role in its successful encapsulation.

As a physical aspect of the crystallization microenvironment, confined volumes have been used to alter nucleation times, to limit the diffusion of reagents, and to limit the diffusion of larger objects (nanoparticles, etc.). Many synthetic models such as track-etched membranes, crossed cylinders, nanoporous substrates, vesicles, Vycor glasses, and microfluidic devices have been used to probe the physical effects of confinement on crystallization. Notably, single crystal composites, in which calcite single crystals are forced to grow within a colloidal array of polystyrene spheres, have been achieved within the confines of a simple wedge structure. In this system, it was found that the physical confinement of the colloidal crystal within the wedge structure favored occlusion of the polystyrene within calcite crystals during growth. Significantly, chemical functionalization of the colloidal surfaces was not required for complete entrapment of the polystyrene colloids. While this strategy demonstrated a purely physical means to form single crystal composites, the length scales of these particles and crystals are too large for many optoelectronic applications, in which the electron mean free path (~10 nm) is a critical design criterion. Thus, the question of how to translate this method to encapsulate nanoscale objects still remains. Methods to employ these approaches in the synthesis of multi-functional semiconducting crystals are also needed.

In the family of semi-conducting transition metal oxides there are a few select reports of single crystal composites of Cu$_2$O with occluded polystyrene colloids. Such interactions have been achieved by carefully tuning the surface chemistry of the colloids or by application of an external potential. While chemical functionalization of gold nanoparticle surfaces is common, it has rarely been used as an approach to encapsulate Au np within inorganic crystals. Furthermore, the use of physically confined volumes is known to facilitate the incorporation of particles within crystals, but has yet to be applied to a metal-semiconductor pair. In our current work, we focus on the interplay between chemical functionalization and
physical confinement to facilitate the interaction of Cu$_2$O crystals with Au nps during crystallization (Scheme 1).

Scheme 1. Strategy for introducing physical and chemical effects into the crystallization microenvironment. I. Crystallization in confinement first allowed for physical manipulation of the system. II. Subsequent chemical manipulation, by functionalizing both the glass substrate (II.A) and the gold nanoparticles (II.B), enabled the formation of Cu$_2$O/Au heterostructures.

Experimental Section

Materials

Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich), sodium citrate tribasic dihydrate (≥98%, Sigma-Aldrich), (±)-α-lipoic acid (≥99%, Sigma-Aldrich), 6-amino-1-hexanethiol hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich), 6-mercaptohexanoic acid (90%, Sigma-Aldrich), (1-mercaptoundec-11-yl)tetra(ethylene glycol) (95%, Sigma-Aldrich), copper (II) sulfate pentahydrate (98%, Sigma-Aldrich), sodium hydroxide pellets (99.2%, Fisher), hydrazine hydrate (78-82%, Sigma-Aldrich), N-(6-aminohexyl)aminomethyltriethoxysilane (95%, Gelest), molecular sieves UOP Type 3A (Fluka Analytical), and ethanol (100%, Pharmaco-Aaper) were used as received.
Nanoparticle Preparation

Synthesis. Citrate-stabilized gold nanoparticles ("np-Au-cit") were prepared using the Turkevitch method.\textsuperscript{43} Briefly, 50 mL of 3.55x10^{-4} M HAuCl\textsubscript{4} (in deionized water) was brought to a rolling boil while stirring under reflux. Subsequently, 2 mL 1 w/v\% sodium citrate were added to the boiling solution. The color of the solution was observed to change from pale yellow to purple to wine red over the course of five minutes. Subsequently, the solution was refluxed for an additional 20 minutes and allowed to cool before proceeding with surface functionalization via ligand exchange (described below). Particles at this stage were stored in the dark and used within 1 month. Gold nanoparticles were characterized using dynamic light scattering (DLS) and zeta-potential to determine size and surface charge, respectively (Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern Instruments Ltd., Worcestershire, UK). Nanoparticle size and crystallinity (Figure S1) were confirmed with transmission electron microscopy (Tecnai T12, FEI, USA). Approximate concentration of the functionalized nanoparticle solution was determined using UV/Vis spectroscopy (Spectramax Plus384 Absorbance Microplate Reader, Molecular Devices, USA).\textsuperscript{44}

Lipoic Acid Functionalization. Citrate-stabilized gold nanoparticles were functionalized with carboxylate and amine groups using a modified version of the procedure reported by Ivanov et al. wherein the citrate surface moieties are initially ligand exchanged to lipoic acid.\textsuperscript{40} Briefly, 0.6 mL 4 mM lipoic acid in ethanol was added to 6 mL citrate-stabilized gold nanoparticles while stirring at 350 RPM. After stirring overnight at room temperature, the particles were centrifuged at 14000 RPM for 20 minutes and re-dispersed in an equal volume of water.

Ligand Exchange. 0.6 mL of 4 mM 6-amino-1-hexanethiol in ethanol was added to 6 mL of the TA-functionalized nanoparticles while stirring in a refrigerator set to 4\textdegree C. After 1 hour, 0.6 mL 1 M HCl was added to the solution. The solution was stirred overnight in the refrigerator. The following day, particles were centrifuged at 14000 RPM for 20 minutes and re-dispersed in water. Particles ("np-Au-NH\textsubscript{2}") were stored in the dark (4 \textdegree C) and used within one week. To
functionalize with 6-amino-1-hexanethiol hydrochloride/MUTEG (“np-Au-NH₂/MUTEG”), 0.3 mL of 4 mM (1-mercaptoundec-11-yl)tetra(ethylene glycol) in ethanol and 0.3 mL of 4 mM 6-amino-1-hexanethiol in ethanol were added sequentially. Gold nanoparticles were characterized using zeta-potential to determine surface charge (Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern Instruments Ltd., Worcestershire, UK). All measurements were taken with gold nanoparticles in their native solutions.

**Substrate Preparation and Silanization.**

Standard microscope slides were submerged in a freshly prepared piranha solution consisting of three parts H₂SO₄ and one part H₂O₂. Caution: piranha solution reacts violently with organic matter. Slides were removed from the piranha solution after one hour, rinsed several times with water, and dried for 30 minutes in an oven heated to 80°C. Deoxygenated ethanol was prepared by adding 5 g molecular sieves to 200 mL ethanol in a round bottomed flask. The ethanol was bubbled with flowing nitrogen overnight and kept sealed under nitrogen until use.

Substrates were functionalized using a modified procedure from the literature. Freshly cleaned dry slides were sealed in a 50 mL centrifuge tube and degassed with flowing nitrogen. Subsequently, 45 mL deoxygenated ethanol was transferred into the tubes under nitrogen. Lastly, 450 µL N-(6-aminohexyl)aminomethyltriethoxysilane (AHAMTES) was added using a gas-tight syringe. No liquid silane was allowed to touch the samples directly. Slides were allowed to remain undisturbed in an oven heated to 80°C. After 4 hours, the slides were rinsed with ethanol (2x), water (1x), and ethanol (1x) before drying for 30 minutes in an oven heated to 80°C. Substrates were stored under vacuum and used within two days of silanization. The quality of the substrates was characterized by atomic force microscopy (Nanoscope III, Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, USA), ellipsometry (Nanofilm EP3, Accurion, Germany), and contact angle goniometry (Model 500, Rame-Hart, Succasuna, USA).
Crystallization of Copper (I) Oxide in Wedge

A crystallization wedge (Figure 1) was designed using a modified version of that reported by Meldrum and co-workers. Specifically, the wedge was constructed from two silanized slides propped open at an angle of 0.93° by placing a small piece of slide (0.1 x 0.7 x 0.7 cm) between two slides (top slide: 0.1 x 7.0 x 2.5 cm; bottom slide: 0.1 x 7.5 x 2.5 cm). The internal volume of the wedge was approximately 0.775 mL (6.2 x 2.5 cm base; 0.1 cm height). The wedge was centered over a petri dish with a diameter of 60 mm inside a custom-built double-walled reactor. Heating was accomplished by circulating water through the double-walled chamber so that an internal temperature of ~55°C was achieved.

**Figure 1.** Side view of crystallization wedge. The crystallization solution contains copper (II) ions complexed by citrate ions, hydroxide ions, and gold nanoparticles (sulfate and sodium ions not shown). The entire setup is sealed in a heated reactor to induce crystallization via vapor diffusion of a reductant. (Schematic not to scale.)

Crystallization of Cu₂O was achieved using a modified Fehling's solution in which the reducing agent was supplied to the basic copper citrate solution by vapor diffusion of hydrazine rather than an aqueous solution of glucose. To prepare the crystallization solution 0.5 mL of 0.074 M sodium citrate was first added to 0.5 mL 0.068 M CuSO₄ while stirring, followed by the dropwise addition of 0.75 mL of functionalized gold nanoparticles. Lastly, 0.25 mL of 0.24 M NaOH was added while stirring. Using a pipette, approximately 0.775 mL of the final solution was slowly added to the open end of the wedge allowing capillary action to draw the solution into the narrowest end of the wedge until the wedge was entirely filled with the crystallization solution. In the petri dish, 2 mL hydrazine hydrate (78%-82%) was added to 18 mL water (for a final volume of 20 mL). After sealing the vessel, the reaction was allowed to proceed for 3.5
hours. At this time, approximately two-thirds of the wedge was dry (regions A, B, Figure 2). Upon removal from the vessel, the glass slides of the wedge were thoroughly rinsed twice with water before rinsing with ethanol and allowing to air dry before storage under vacuum.

**Crystallization of Copper (I) Oxide in Solution**

To prepare the crystallization solution 1.5 mL of 0.074 M sodium citrate was first added to 1.5 mL 0.068 M CuSO₄ while stirring, followed by the dropwise addition of 2.25 mL of functionalized gold nanoparticles. Lastly, 0.75 mL of 0.24 M NaOH was added while stirring, resulting in the same concentrations of reagents as in standard experiments. A scintillation vial containing the crystallization solution was balanced over a dish of hydrazine (2 mL hydrazine hydrate (78%-82%) and 18 mL water, for a final volume of 20 mL) and placed in the sealed and heated reactor for 11 hours. Resulting crystals were allowed to cool in solution for 30 minutes before centrifuging at 14000 RPM for 3 minutes. Crystals were rinsed with water and centrifuged at 14000 RPM for 3 minutes (1x) and rinsed with ethanol and centrifuged at 14000 RPM for 3 minutes (2x).

**Characterization of Cu₂O Materials**

Post crystallization, the bottom slide of the wedge was prepared for SEM by coating with approximately 5-10 nm carbon. For crystals grown in solution, samples were drop cast onto silicon wafers and examined (uncoated) by SEM. All samples were examined using a field-emission scanning electron microscope (Leo1550, Zeiss Microscopy, USA) operating at 5 kV.

Crystal phase was determined by powder x-ray diffraction using a Scintag theta-theta diffractometer (XDS2000) with CuKα radiation operating at 40 kV and 30 mA with a scan rate of 2 deg/min. The entire slide was placed on the stage for analysis.

The encapsulation of the Au np within the copper oxide crystals was studied by transmission electron microscopy operating in bright field conditions (Tecnai T12, FEI, USA; LaB₆ filament operating at 120 kV). The crystalline heterostructures were removed from the wedge surfaces with a razor and dispersed onto carbon-coated copper grids for imaging.
Results

Crystallization of Cu₂O in a Wedge. In order to grow cuprite crystals in confinement, we developed a crystallization wedge in which glass slides served both as substrates and the confining features of the crystallization setup. The confined volume for the crystallization of copper oxide was constructed using glass slides in a wedge-like geometry (Fig. 1). A basic (pH 12) copper (II)/citrate solution was then loaded into the wedge by capillary action. Upon heating in a sealed chamber (~55 °C), crystallization of Cu₂O within the wedge was induced by the vapor diffusion of hydrazine. After crystallization, the crystals grown on the bottom slide of the wedge were characterized with optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and powder x-ray diffraction (pXRD).

At the macroscale, the bottom slide of the wedge had visible variations in color. Bright orange regions were observed along the edges and a black-orange area was observed towards the middle of the substrate (Fig. 2, center). Observation by SEM revealed distinct crystal morphologies associated with the different colors. Octahedra, expressing \{111\} planes, were located in the bright orange regions “A” (Fig. 2A), while poorly-formed aggregates were located towards the black middle of the wedge (Fig. 2B), growing sparser away from the edges of the substrate and towards the bottom (Fig. 2C). Additionally, crystals found near the closed end of the wedge had morphologies that were more variable than those of the crystals found near the open end or the edges. When the entire slide was analyzed by pXRD, only the cuprite phase was identified (Fig. S1a), suggesting that both the bright orange octahedra and the darker colored aggregates were the same phase.
Figure 2. Images from piranha cleaned glass slide and Cu$_2$O crystallization. (Center) Optical image of full 2.5 x 7.5 cm slide showing orange and black coverage on the slide; crystals from all areas were confirmed to be Cu$_2$O with pXRD. Spacing between the top and bottom slides of the wedge indicated on the left side of the optical image. (Sides) SEM images indicating the crystal morphologies obtained at different positions of the bottom slide of the wedge. (A) Octahedral Cu$_2$O crystals corresponding to orange areas. (B) Poorly formed Cu$_2$O aggregates corresponding to black areas. (C) Sparse Cu$_2$O crystals of variable morphology in areas of high confinement and limited diffusion.
Chemical Functionalization of the Crystallization Microenvironment. After establishing that cuprite octahedra could successfully be grown in the confinement of the wedge geometry, we next sought to increase both the coverage of Cu$_2$O on the glass slides. Based upon literature reports that amine-functionalized surfaces promote the growth of Cu$_2$O, we functionalized the glass slides in the wedge to direct the growth of cuprite crystals on the surfaces (Scheme 1). In order to ensure a hydrolytically-stable amine-terminated layer for the aqueous crystallizations, glass components of the wedge were functionalized with N-(6-aminohexyl)aminomethyltriethoxysilane (AHAMTES). The silane layers had thicknesses of 15-20 Å and 50-60° contact angles (determined with ellipsometry and contact angle goniometry, respectively). By AFM, the silanized slides appeared homogeneous with rms roughness of less than 5 Å. Compared to unfunctionalized glass slides, the amine-functionalized wedge surfaces promoted better adhesion of the Cu$_2$O crystals to the substrate, qualitatively observed during post-crystallization rinsing. The distribution and morphology of the crystals within the wedge appeared unchanged on the (AHAMTES) silanized slides, as octahedra (expressing {111} planes) were maintained (data not shown).

Physical and Chemical Effects Promote the Au-Cu$_2$O Interaction. Having optimized the substrate-Cu$_2$O interaction, we next investigated the ability of physical confinement to facilitate the formation of metal-semiconductor heterostructures. Since amine functionalization promoted the adhesion of Cu$_2$O to the glass slides, we began our experiments with amine-functionalized gold nanoparticles. We used a thiol-based ligand exchange procedure on citrate-stabilized cores to introduce the amine functionality. Monodispersed citrate-stabilized gold particles with size 17.0 +/- 1.62 nm (measured using TEM images; n=61, Fig. S2) and zeta potential -18.8 +/- 0.4 mV (Table 1) were synthesized using a modified version of the Turkevitch method and they were subsequently functionalized with 6-amino-1-hexanethiol hydrochloride. The np-Au-NH$_2$ had an average zeta potential of 31.9 +/- 7.2 mV (Table 1).
Table 1. Gold nanoparticle characterization.¹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionalization</th>
<th>Zeta potential (mV)</th>
<th>$\lambda_{\text{max}}$ (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>citrate (np-Au-cit)</td>
<td>-18.8 +/- 0.4</td>
<td>518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-amino-1-hexanethiol hydrochloride (np-Au-NH₂)</td>
<td>31.9 +/- 7.3</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-amino-1-hexanethiol hydrochloride/ MUTE (np-Au-NH₂/MUTE)</td>
<td>21.2 +/- 3.2</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUTE (np-MUTE)</td>
<td>44.8 +/- 0.7</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹All particles are synthesized from the same citrate stabilized core (17.0 +/- 1.6 nm as measured by TEM, n=61)

After crystallization in the presence of np-Au-NH₂, sparse interaction between gold nanoparticles and cuprite crystals was observed in SEM (Fig. 3a). Gold nanoparticles were also observed on the surface of the slide. Based upon the sparse coverage of the cuprite crystals, there is no evidence for any preferential interaction between the crystals and the amine-functionalized gold particles.
Figure 3. Change in crystal morphology and interaction with gold nanoparticles as a result of surface functionalization of gold nanoparticles in the wedge with silanization. All SEM images are taken from region A of the substrate. (a) Cu$_2$O and np-Au-NH$_2$. No significant interaction is observed; few particles appear on the surface of the crystals, as indicated by the white arrows. Interaction of the particles is also observed with the glass slide, as indicated by black arrows. (b) Cu$_2$O and np-Au-NH$_2$/MUTEG. A different morphology is observed and gold nanoparticles decorate the surface of the Cu$_2$O. (c) Cu$_2$O and np-Au-MUTEG. No significant interaction is observed; few particles appear on the surface of the crystals, as indicated by the white arrows. (d) Cu$_2$O and np-Au-cit. No significant interaction between the particles and the crystals is observed, and the octahedral morphology is less regular.

In order to strengthen the interaction of gold nanoparticles and Cu$_2$O crystals, we sought to further stabilize the particles in a manner consistent with past experiments. Hydrophilic but uncharged ligands such as oligo(ethylene glycol) are often mixed with charged ligands to improve the dispersability of nanoparticles in water. Similarly, diblock copolymers consisting of a strong acid block and an electrosteric stabilizer block have been used as surface functionalization for magnetite nanoparticles, enabling the uniform incorporation of these particles in calcite single crystals. With these experiments in mind, we selected (1-mercaptoundec-11-yl)tetra(ethylene glycol) (MUTEG) as a stabilizer for our system. Through
functionalizing gold nanoparticles with a balance of interacting and non-interacting components (6-amino-1-hexanethiol hydrochloride and MUTEG, respectively), the surface charge of the particles was successfully reduced, resulting in mixed-functionality np-Au-NH₂/MUTEG with a zeta potential of 21.2 +/- 3.2 mV (Table 1).

In contrast to the np-Au-NH₂, the np-Au-NH₂/MUTEG were seen to heavily decorate the entire surface of the cuprite crystals found in region A of the substrate, with optimized interaction observed at approximately 0.07 cm spacing between the top and bottom slides of the wedge (Fig. 3b and 4e,f; for regions B and C refer to Fig. S3). A slight morphological change was also observed; more octahedra were present in the system with both substrate and particle functionalization than with either element in isolation. As controls, np-Au-MUTEG and np-Au-cit did not display as much interaction with the cuprite octahedra (Fig. 3c,d; Fig. S4). Based upon the SEM images, the mixed-functionality gold nanoparticles appeared to be covered by an overgrowth of cuprite, suggesting more than just a superficial surface decoration. After cracking the crystals open with a pestle, SEM analysis revealed that particles were embedded near the crystal surface; however, they did not penetrate throughout the interior of the crystal (Fig. S5a). TEM analysis revealed that a thin (approximately 5 nm) layer of Cu₂O covers the gold nanoparticles (Fig. S5b).

Control experiments with the np-Au-NH₂/MUTEG in solution were performed to evaluate the effect of physical confinement on this system. A loss of control over morphology was observed (Fig. 4a,b for SEM; Fig. S1b for pXRD,). Some Cu₂O crystals had np-Au-NH₂/MUTEG associated with them, but such interactions were neither present across all morphologies, nor were consistent within a single morphology, such as octahedra (Fig. 4b). This trend was confirmed through an additional control experiment in which a silanized slide was completely covered in crystallization solution containing np-Au-NH₂/MUTEG (Fig. 4c,d). In this experiment, while most Cu₂O crystals had a small number of np-Au-NH₂/MUTEG on their surfaces, the coverage was not as great as that observed within the closed wedge. It is therefore evident that
the confinement of the wedge structure controls the morphology and monodispersity of the 
Cu$_2$O, as well as the interaction between the crystals and Au nps.

**Figure 4.** SEM images at low (a,c,e) and high (b,d,f) magnification in a,b) bulk solution 
with np-Au-NH$_2$/MUTEG, demonstrating a loss of uniform morphology and little 
interaction of the Au np with the cuprite crystals; c,d) a silanized slide with np-Au-
NH$_2$/MUTEG, demonstrating the role of the silanized surface in promoting uniform 
particle morphologies, but a lack of interaction with the particles in the absence of 
confinement; and e,f) a silanized wedge with np-Au-NH$_2$/MUTEG, demonstrating 
crystallization with both physical and chemical control. Uniformity of octahedral 
morphology, coverage of the substrate, and association of the Au nps with the cuprite 
crystals are all optimized with confinement and added chemical functionality.

Finally, a series of experiments was performed to determine the degree of surface 
functionalization necessary to promote the interaction between Cu$_2$O and gold nanoparticles.
The morphologies of Cu$_2$O grown with np-Au-cit in a piranha-cleaned, native-oxide wedge (Fig. 
S6) and with np-Au-cit in a silanized wedge (Fig. 3d and S4) were compared with the optimized 
conditions of np-Au-NH$_2$/MUTEG in a silanized wedge (Fig. 4e,f). Better coverage of the 
substrate and a higher proportion of octahedra were achieved with both functionalized particles
and silanization than with one element alone, although the diffusion gradient itself (Figs. 2, S3) remained unchanged with particle functionality or substrate functionality. These experiments demonstrate the ability of optimized chemical functionality (on both the gold nanoparticles and the substrate) in concert with the physical control of the wedge structure to increase the interaction between gold nanoparticles and Cu$_2$O.

Discussion

In this work, we examined the complex interplay amongst three key design features for promoting the growth of cuprite-Au heterostructures: 1) The “reactor” wedge geometry; 2) the chemical functionalization of the glass slides used to form the wedge; and 3) the surface functionality on the gold nanoparticles. We optimized the synthetic process to obtain a high yield of cuprite octahedra expressing {111} facets. These octahedra are heavily decorated with gold nanoparticles encapsulated within a thin overlayer of cuprite, which encapsulated the Au nps (Figs. 3c, 4e,f). To achieve this desired heterostructure, we crystallized the cuprite in the presence of NH$_2$/MUTEG-Au-np within a wedge formed from amine-terminated, silanized glass slides. Through a series of carefully designed experiments, we identified key features responsible for the observed results.

It is helpful to categorize the multiple variables into physical and chemical features. The wedge geometry was used to exert physical control over the crystallization microenvironment. In the central images in Figs. 2 and S3, the presence of macroscopic gradients formed in the wedge are obvious. Further examination by SEM reveals that the different regions have characteristic crystal morphologies, while pXRD reveals that only the cuprite phase is present. The spatial variation in color and crystal morphology most likely results from diffusion gradients of the hydrazine vapor leading to different nucleation and growth rates in each region. The “sweet spot” for octahedra expressing {111} facets is near the edges in the middle 1/3 of the slide. This morphology is desirable because the close-packed {111} facets are associated with increased electrical performance of these materials. Towards the interior of the slide and near
the closed end of the wedge, highly irregular morphologies form and coverage is poor. Similar spatial variations in crystal morphology within a wedge have been reported for calcite\textsuperscript{16} and are consistent with growth-rate dependent morphology changes.\textsuperscript{51}

Chemical functionalization of the glass slides by silanization with an amine-terminated silane improved the adhesion of the cuprite crystals and therefore silanized slides were used in all experiments. The affinity of Cu\textsuperscript{2+} for strong-field amine ligands is well-established in the inorganic chemistry literature,\textsuperscript{52} and is most likely responsible for the observed attraction between the cuprite crystals and amine-functionalized substrates.\textsuperscript{11} It is important to note that the observed gradients, and the crystal morphologies do not change significantly as a function of silanization (compare Fig. 2 and S3), which emphasizes that it is the solution chemistry (reagent concentrations, etc.) that controls the morphology, rather than the surface chemistry.

Upon addition of gold nanoparticles to the wedge setup, several key observations are made concerning both the chemical and physical features of the system:

1) The surface functionalization of the Au np plays an essential role in determining the extent of interaction with the cuprite crystals. Only the Au np with mixed functionality, NH\textsubscript{2}/MUTEG show heavy coverage of the cuprite crystals. As already discussed, the Cu\textsuperscript{2+}-amine affinity is well-known; however, nanoparticles with only amine-terminated thiols do not bind strongly to the cuprite crystals. Upon dilution with the steric stabilizer MUTEG, the particle behavior changes dramatically, and heavy coverage of the cuprite crystals is observed. This result suggests that there is an optimum surface charge and ligand density that promotes strong association with the mineral surface, consistent with recent reports of polymeric micelles and calcite.\textsuperscript{16,17,53}

2) The confining geometry of the wedge is also necessary to drive the association of the Au nps with the growing cuprite crystals. In either bulk solution or on a silanized slide, cuprite crystals grown with NH\textsubscript{2}/MUTEG particles do not display the same degree of surface coverage as those grown in the wedge (Fig. 4a-d). In bulk solution a range of
crystal morphologies are observed, reemphasizing the control over crystal growth kinetics afforded by the confines of the wedge geometry. The introduction of a silanized slide does increase the uniformity of crystal morphologies, as is consistent with literature reports. However, in neither of these control experiments, which probe the importance of the wedge geometry, do we observe significant coverage of the cuprite crystals with the NH$_2$/MUTEG Au nps. This key observation points to an additional role of the confining wedge geometry in limiting the diffusion of the Au nps, suppressing convective currents, and/or driving the particles towards the crystals. Related reports have demonstrated the use of gel networks to immobilize inorganic nanoparticles, thus facilitating their incorporation into calcite crystals.$^{54,55}$ Clearly the mobility of the “guest phase” is an important variable for determining interaction between the crystal and nanoparticles. The current work provides another demonstration of this phenomenon and establishes the wedge geometry as a general approach for achieving this effect.

3) Only a thin layer of Cu$_2$O grows over the Au nps, rather than achieving full incorporation throughout the bulk of the crystals. Similar surface layer incorporation has been reported for other particle-crystal systems and is usually attributed to a competition between growth rate and strength of attraction between the two components.$^{56,57}$ In the current system, we propose that a combination of the limited supply of Cu$^{2+}$ ions (as a result of small reaction volumes) and the vapor diffusion of hydrazine is responsible for controlling the growth rate of the crystallization. Similarly, we hypothesize that the limited volume allows for only a thin layer of Cu$_2$O to grow over the embedded nanoparticles before eventual frustration of growth as a result of depletion of free ions. This work demonstrates that physical confinement, combined with chemical control imparted by the local surface chemistry of the template and the surface functionality of nanoparticles, has the potential to control the interaction of guest species with a selected host crystal. Based upon literature examples of a range of other crystals grown within
confinement coupled with the growing number of examples of small organic molecules and functionalized particles able to incorporate into crystalline oxides, we anticipate that the strategy presented here will be widely applicable to a range of host crystal – particle guest pairs.

Conclusions

Through confinement-limited diffusion (a physical parameter), and surface functionalization (a chemical parameter), we have achieved control over the interaction of Au nanoparticles and Cu$_2$O during crystallization, leading to the formation of metal-semiconductor heterostructures. Using physical confinement alone, morphology of the cuprite crystals is controlled but no interaction is observed between Au np and Cu$_2$O. By contrast, with only functionalized Au np in bulk solution, poor morphological control is observed in the Cu$_2$O. It is only with both confinement and surface functionalization that control over the interaction between gold nanoparticles and Cu$_2$O is achieved. Given the ability of confinement in concert with surface functionalization to encourage interaction between gold nanoparticles and Cu$_2$O, with optimization this design strategy has the potential to direct the formation of other metal-semiconductor heterostructures for a wide range of optoelectronic applications.
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